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Abstract
This paper presents a step in the development of an operational approach to
program extraction in type theory. In order to get a program from a lambda term,
the logical parts need to be removed. This is done by a reduction relation →.
We study the combination of β-reduction and -reduction, both in the setting of
simply typed lambda calculus and for pure type systems. In the general setting the
properties conﬂuence, subject reduction, and strong normalization are studied.
1 Introduction
A speciﬁcation of a program, like for instance ‘for every ﬁnite list of natural
numbers there is a sorted permutation’, is in general of the form ∀x.∃y.P (x, y).
In type theory, this is expressed as a type Πx:A.Σy:B.P (x, y). The idea of
program extraction is to extract from an inhabitant t of such a type a function
f : A → B with the property that P (x, f(x)) holds for all x. The problem
with extracting such a function f is that in general it will contain information
from its correctness proof.
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In the last two decades several approaches to program extraction have been
studied. In this paper we take as starting point the theory of speciﬁcations
introduced in [19,18]. There the process of extraction a program from a proof
of a speciﬁcation is modeled by means of a reduction relation→σ. A software
tool based on the theory of speciﬁcations should use the combination of β-
reduction and σ-reduction. Therefore it is important to study the combination
of β-reduction and σ-reduction. It turns out that this combination gives rise
to several problems; for instance subject reduction does not hold.
The aim of the present paper is to study the syntactic problems caused by
combining β-reduction with σ-reduction. We restrict attention to the three
rules from the nine rules deﬁning the σ-reduction relation that are the prob-
lematic ones. This subset of the σ-reduction relation is called the -reduction
relation. We study the combination of β-reduction with -reduction. It is
shown that when β-reduction is restricted, the properties subject reduction,
conﬂuence, and strong normalization hold for the combination of β and .
Both proofs and programs are expressed as λ-terms. However, the type of
a term reveals whether it is a proof or a program. The -reduction relation→
erases the proofs that occur in a program. Consider for example the following
term:
(λx:Nat. λy:(Eq x x). x) zero reﬂ
It contains a proof reﬂ of the proposition (Eq x x) as an argument and also an
abstraction in which y is declared to be a proof of this proposition. In order
to obtain a real program the -reduction erases this proof and abstraction in
two steps.
(λx:Nat. λy:(Eq x x). x) zero reﬂ
→ (λx:Nat. λy:(Eq x x). x) zero
→ (λx:Nat. x) zero
Obviously, if we want types to be preserved under the reduction, we need to
extend the epsilon reduction to types. Then the type Πx:Nat. (Eq x x)→ Nat
reduces to (Nat→ Nat).
2 An operational approach to program extraction
The σ-reduction introduced in [19,18] describes the process of program ex-
traction (see Figure 1). This description is independent of the type lambda
calculus we choose [6].
It gives a clear understanding of the procedure and can be seen as a can-
didate for a system where extraction is not performed a posteriori but is inte-
grated to the semantics of the logical system. The usual algorithms to extract
programs are implementations of normalizing strategies of this reduction. Due
to the addition of the σ-reduction rules, the Σ-type becomes stronger than the
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Distributivity
Πx:U. (Σy:A.P y) →σ Σf :(Πx:U.A).Πx:U. P (f x)
λx:U. 〈a , p〉 →σ 〈λx:U. a , λx:U. p〉
〈a , p〉u →σ 〈a u , p u〉
Curryﬁcation (we assume that xs = 〈xd , xp〉).
Πxs:(Σxd:A.P ). U →σ Πxd:A.Πxp:P. U
λxs:(Σxd:A.P ). u →σ λxd:A. λxp:P. u
u 〈a , p〉 →σ u a p
Eliminating proofs from programs
Πxp:P.A →σ A if xp ∈ FV (A)
λxp:P. a →σ a if xp ∈ FV (a)
a p →σ a
Fig. 1. Deﬁnition of σ-reduction.
strong-Σ. Here we call it “ultra”- Σ 4 . Ultra-Σ has at least the expressive
power of strong-Σ because the ﬁrst and second projections can be coded as
π1 = λxs.xd and π2 = λxs.xp. But also it is beyond strong-Σ because it has
an additional property which makes program extraction always possible. This
additional property corresponds to the internalization of the notion of real-
izability: any speciﬁcation is computationally equal to a basic speciﬁcation
Σx:A.Px and any proof of this speciﬁcation is computationally equal to a pair
〈a , p〉 with a:A and p:Pa. Then, program extraction from an inhabitant of
a speciﬁcation consists in just taking the ﬁrst component of the pair. For
instance, an inhabitant of a speciﬁcation Πx:A.Σy:B.(P x y) reduces to a pair
〈f , q〉 where f is the extracted program of type A→ B and q is the proof of
its correctness Πx:A. (P x (f x)).
In order to develop an example of program extraction, we have ﬁrst to il-
lustrate how sigma reduction is extended to deal with natural numbers. In [18]
we have done this extension in a general setting for the calculus of inductive
constructions.
The inductive data type Nat with constructors zero and suc has the fol-
4 In [19] a diﬀerent notation is used for this type constructor.
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lowing elimination rule:
(natrec)
Γ 	 n : Nat
Γ, x:Nat 	 U : s if s ∈ {d, p, s}
Γ 	 u1 : U [x := n]
Γ 	 u2 : Πm:Nat. (U [x := m]→ U [x := sucm])
Γ 	 (natrec u1 u2 n) : U [x := n]
For the sake of exposition we omitted the ﬁrst argument of natrec that corre-
sponds to the type U . The reduction for natrec is deﬁned as follows:
(natrec u1 u2 0) →ι u1
(natrec u1 u2 suc m) →ι (u2m (natrec u1 u2 m))
In order to obtain the correct reduction for this operator when U is a speciﬁ-
cation, we must extend the deﬁnition of σ-reduction to include the following
distributivity law. In that rule we will use the following abbreviations:
Pˆ = λn:Nat. (P n (natrec A a1 a2)n),
pˆ2 = λn:Nat. λq:(Pˆ n). (p2 n (natrec a1 a2 n) q)
(Distributivity of natrec over pairs)
(natrec 〈a1 , p1〉 〈a2 , p2〉 n) →σ 〈(natrec a1 a2 n) , (natrec p1 pˆ2 n)〉
Note that the predicate Pˆ is in fact the predicate P applied to the ﬁrst
component of the pair.
We are now ready to give an example of program extraction in the theory
of speciﬁcations of [18] and show where it is necessary to erase the logical parts
from the program. We consider the speciﬁcation stating that every natural
number not equal to zero has a predecessor. This speciﬁcation is written
in [18] as follows:
S = Πn:Nat.Σm:Nat.n > 0→ Eq n (sucm)
In ﬁrst-order logic S would be written as ∀n.∃m.(n > 0)→ (n = sucm).
We use the following abbreviations and assumptions:
• A = λn:Nat.Nat,
• P = λn:Nat. λm:Nat. n > 0→ Eq n (sucm),
• U = λn:Nat.Σm:Nat.(P nm),
• there are terms p0, pm such that 	 p0 : P 0 0 andm : Nat 	 pm : P (sucm)m,
• q = λm:Nat. λx:(U m). pm.
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The following term is an inhabitant of the type S:
s = λn : Nat. (natrec 〈0 , p0〉
(λm:Nat. λx:(U m). 〈m, pm〉)
n)
Using the σ-reduction relation of [18], we can reduce s in two stages. In the
ﬁrst stage, s is reduced to a pair consisting of a program and its correctness
proof:
sσ 〈λn:Nat. natrec 0 (λm:Nat. λxd:Nat. λxp:(P mxd). m)n,
λn:Nat. natrec p0 q n〉
The ﬁrst component of this pair contains the abstraction λxp:(P mxd). m
which is expecting a proof of (P mxd) and yields a natural number m. This
abstraction can be removed using one of the rules that erase logical parts from
a program in the deﬁnition of σ-reduction:
λn:Nat. natrec 0 (λm:Nat. λxd:Nat. λxp:(P mxd). m)n
→σ (by erasure, also →)
λn:Nat. natrec 0 (λm:Nat. λxd:Nat. m)n =def pred
The last term pred is the extracted program. In this paper we do not consider
pairs but only the sub-reduction → that eliminates the logical parts from the
program.
3 The simply typed case
In this section we deﬁne the calculus λ→β as two copies of the simply typed
λ-calculus: one for data types and one for propositions. The functions from
data types to propositions are eliminated with the reduction relation →.
The two copies of the λ-calculus are obtained by starting from a set of
type variables that is partitioned in two: Vartypes = Var
types
d ∪Vartypesp and from
a set of term variables that is partitioned in two: Varterms = Var
terms
d ∪Vartermsp .
The types are built in the usual way from the elements of Vartypes and the
type constructor →. Types are written as U, V, . . . The terms are built in the
usual way from the elements of Varterms, abstraction, and application. Terms
are written as u, v, . . ..
Now the set of types is split in a set of data types and a set of propositions,
intuitively speaking by checking whether the range type is in Vartypesd , the set
of variables for data types, or in Vartypesp , the set of variables for propositions.
Similarly, the set of terms is split in a set of data terms and a set of proofs,
intuitively speaking by checking whether the variable on the left spine is in
Vartermsd , the set of variables for data terms, or in Var
terms
p , the set of variables
for proofs. For the formal deﬁnition we need the notion of heart [9] (p.116).
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Deﬁnition 3.1 The heart of types and terms is deﬁned inductively as follows:
h(X) = X h(x) = x
h(U → V ) = h(V ) h(λx:U. u) = h(u)
h(u v) = h(u)
Now the partitions of types and terms are as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.2
(i) The sets Typesd of data types and Typesp of propositions (or prop-types)
are deﬁned as follows:
Typesd = {U | h(U) ∈ Vartypesd }
Typesp = {U | h(U) ∈ Vartypesp }
Data types are written as A,B, . . ., and propositions as P,Q, . . ..
(ii) The sets Termsd of programs (or data-terms) and Termsp of proofs (or
prop-terms) are deﬁned as follows:
Termsd = {u | h(u) ∈ Vartermsd }
Termsp = {u | h(u) ∈ Vartermsp }
Programs are written as a, b, . . . and proofs as p, q, . . ..
We assume that in λx:U. u we have that either x ∈ Vartermsd and U ∈ Typesd
or x ∈ Vartermsp and U ∈ Typesp. So abstractions are intuitively speaking well-
sorted.
The -reduction relation erases propositions occurring in data-types, and
proofs occurring in programs, so it is deﬁned both on types and on terms.
Deﬁnition 3.3 The -reduction relation on types, notation→, is the smallest
relation that is closed under the formation of types and contains the rule:
(P → A) → A
The -reduction relation on terms, notation →, is the smallest relation that
is closed under the formation of terms and contains the following two rules:
λx:P. a → a if x ∈ FV (a)
a p → a
For instance, (λx:⊥. zero x) p → (λx:⊥. zero x) → (λx:⊥. zero) → zero,
where ⊥ is a proposition and p is a proof.
We consider a restricted β-reduction which is generated by two rewrite
rules depending on whether the argument is a program or a proof.
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Deﬁnition 3.4 The β-reduction relation, notation →β, is the smallest rela-
tion that is closed under the formation of terms and contains the following:
(λx:A. u) a →β u[x := a]
(λx:P. q) p →β q[x := p]
Note that the following terms are no β-redexes:
(λx:A. u) p (λx:P. p) a (λx:P. a) p
The ﬁrst two are no β-redexes because it is not the intention to substitute a
proof for a program-variable, nor a program for a proof-variable (they are not
typable in λ→β). Moreover, if the ﬁrst term is a β-redex then conﬂuence does
not hold; see Remark 3.5. If the last term is a β-redex, then the type system
does not satisfy subject reduction and strong normalization; see Remark 3.7
and Remark 3.8.
If the ﬁrst two are not β-redexes, but the last one is admitted as a β-redex,
then we obtain a calculus which is conﬂuent and weakly normalizing but not
strongly normalizing. Note that it is not fully extended [10]. This is the
situation in the theory of speciﬁcations studied in [18].
Remark 3.5 For conﬂuence it is essential that a term of the form (λx:A. u) p
is not a β-redex. For example, we have p β← (λx:Nat. x) p → (λx:Nat. x).
The other two non-β-redexes given above don’t give rise to non-conﬂuent
reductions: terms of the form (λx:P. p) a don’t give rise to more critical pairs,
and terms of the form (λx:P. a) p give rise to critical pairs that are development
closed (if all critical pairs are development closed then the rewriting system is
conﬂuent [22]).
The diﬀerence between the usual typing system for simply typed λ-calculus
and the typing system for λ→β is that here types are considered modulo -
conversion. In an environment Γ we suppose that for all declarations x:U we
have that either x ∈ Vartermsd and U ∈ Typesd or x ∈ Vartermsp and U ∈ Typesp.
So environments are intuitively speaking well-sorted.
Deﬁnition 3.6 The typing system for λ→β is deﬁned by the following rules:
(start)
x:U ∈ Γ
Γ 	 x : U
(-conv)
Γ 	 u : U
Γ 	 u : U ′
with U = U
′
(abs)
Γ, x:U 	 v : V
Γ 	 λx:U. v : (U → V )
(app)
Γ 	 v : (U → V ) Γ 	 u : U
Γ 	 v u : V
For instance the term (λx:⊥. zero x) is typable using the -conversion rule.
This term is not typable in Coq, although functions from propositions to data
types exist, like for instance f : bot→ nat with bot : Prop and nat : Set.
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Remark 3.7 For subject reduction it is essential that a term of the form
(λx:P. a) p is not a β-redex. Suppose n : Nat and let
a = λx:⊥. (λy:(⊥ → ⊥). n (y x)) x
a′ = λx:⊥. n (xx)
Clearly, a →β a′. However, a is typable and a′ is not. To type a we use the
equations Nat = (⊥ → Nat) and ((⊥ → ⊥)→ Nat) = (⊥ → Nat). The point
where the proof of subject reduction (Theorem 4.13) breaks down is in the
application rule. From ((⊥ → ⊥)→ Nat) = (⊥ → Nat) we cannot conclude
(⊥ → ⊥) = ⊥.
Intuitively the problem lies on the equation P → Nat = P which holds
for all propositions P .
Remark 3.8 For strong normalization it is essential that a term of the form
(λx:P. a) p is not a β-redex. As an example we reconsider the terms from
Remark 3.7 but now with a diﬀerent typing. We use the abbreviation A =
A→ ⊥.
a = λx:Nat. (λy:(Nat→ ⊥). n (y x)) x
a′ = λx:Nat. n (xx)
We have a→β a′ and a : Nat→ Nat. Further we consider the following terms:
p = λx:Nat. x ((λy:(Nat→ ⊥). n (y x)) x)
p′ = λx:Nat. x (n (xx))
We have p→β p′ and p : Nat. Now starting from a p : Nat we have:
a pβ a′ p′ →β n (p′ p′)→β n (p′ (n (p′ p′)))→β . . .
Below we list some properties of the system λ→β. The proofs of the ﬁrst
and second property are easy. The proof of the third one is outlined in the
appendix for the case of pure type systems. We write →β for the union of
→β and →.
Theorem 3.9
(i) The reduction relation →β is conﬂuent on the set of terms.
(ii) The reduction relation →β satisﬁes subject reduction.
(iii) The calculus λ→β is β-strongly normalizing.
4 Elimination of functions in pure type systems
In this section we extend -reduction to pseudo-terms and deﬁne pure type
systems with β-conversion (PTSβ). The -reduction eliminates certain func-
tions of the PTSβ. For the basic notions of pure type systems (PTSs) we
refer to [1].
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Deﬁnition 4.1 Let Var be the set of variables, written as x, y, . . . and the
set S of sorts, written as s, s′ . . .. The set of pseudo-terms is deﬁned by the
following grammar: PT ::= Var | S | (ΠVar:PT.PT) | (λVar:PT.PT) | (PTPT).
Pseudo-terms are written as u, v, U, V, . . ..
The notions of heart for types and terms given in Deﬁnition 3.1 are ex-
tended to the case of PTSs as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.2 [9] (p.116) The heart of a pseudo-term is deﬁned by induction:
h(x) = x, h(s) = s, h(Πx:U. V ) = h(V ), h(λx:U. v) = h(v) and h(u v) = u.
As in the simply typed case, the notion of heart is used to partition the set
of pseudo-terms into two sets: the data-pseudo-terms and the prop-pseudo-
terms.
Deﬁnition 4.3 Let Vard and Varp be two disjoint sets such that Var = Vard∪
Varp and Sd and Sp be two disjoint sets such that S = Sd ∪ Sp. The sets PTd
of data-pseudo-terms and PTp of prop-pseudo-terms are deﬁned as follows:
PTd = {u | h(u) ∈ Vard ∪ Sd}
PTp = {u | h(u) ∈ Varp ∪ Sp}
Data-pseudo-terms are written as a, b, A,B, . . . and prop-pseudo-terms are
written as p, q, P,Q, . . ..
Similarly to the simply typed case we assume that in λx:U. u and Πx:U. V
we have that both x and U belong to the same set, either PTd or PTp.
The notion of β-reduction on pseudo-terms is deﬁned exactly as in Deﬁni-
tion 3.4 replacing the word “terms” by “pseudo-terms”.
Deﬁnition 4.4 The -reduction relation, notation→, is the smallest relation
that is closed under the formation of pseudo-terms and contains the rules:
Πx:P.A → A if x ∈ FV (a)
λx:P. a → a if x ∈ FV (a)
a p → a
We write →β for the reduction relation that is the union of →β and →.
Note that the sets PTd and PTp are closed under β-conversion.
We assume that our speciﬁcations are well-sorted:
Deﬁnition 4.5 A speciﬁcation (S,A,R) of a pure type system is said to be
dual if S = Sd ∪ Sp where Sd and Sp are disjoint, A ⊂ Sd × Sd ∪ Sp × Sp and
R ⊂ S× S (i.e. if (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R then s2 = s3).
From now on we assume that our speciﬁcations are dual.
Pure type systems are extended with -conversion. The typing system
contains judgements of the form Γ 	 u : U as usual. In an environment Γ
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we suppose that for all declarations x : U we have that both x and U belong
to the same set, either PTd or PTp. So environments are intuitively speaking
well-sorted.
Deﬁnition 4.6 Let S = (S,A,R) be a dual speciﬁcation. A pure type system
with β-conversion λS (PTSβ) is deﬁned by adding the -conversion rule to
the rules of pure type systems:
(axiom) ∅ 	 s1 : s2 (s1, s2) ∈ A
(start)
Γ 	 U : s
Γ, x : U 	 x : U
(x fresh for Γ)
(weakening)
Γ 	 U : s Γ 	 v : V
Γ, x : U 	 v : V
(x fresh for Γ)
(product)
Γ 	 U : s1 Γ, x : U 	 V : s2
Γ 	 Πx:U. V : s3
(s1, s2, s3) ∈ R
(abstraction)
Γ, x : U 	 v : V Γ 	 Πx:U. V : s
Γ 	 λx:U. v : Πx:U. V
(application)
Γ 	 v : Πx:U. V Γ 	 u : U
Γ 	 vu : V [x := u]
(β-conversion)
Γ 	 u : U Γ 	 V : s
Γ 	 u : V
U =β V
Example 4.7
(i) Let S = (S,A,R) be a speciﬁcation of a pure type system. We write sd for
the concatenation of the symbol s with d and sp for the concatenation
of the symbol s with p. The duplication of S is a speciﬁcation 2S =
(2S, 2A, 2R) deﬁned as follows:
(a) 2S = {sd, sp | s ∈ S},
(b) 2A = {(sd, s′d), (sp, s′p) | (s, s′) ∈ A}
(c) 2R = {(sd, s′d, s′′d), (sp, s′d, s′′d), (sd, s′p, s′′p), (sp, s′p, s′′p) | (s, s′, s′′) ∈ R}.






(ii) The system λ→β deﬁned in Section 3 can be viewed as a PTSβ with the
following speciﬁcation:
(a) S = {d, p,✷d,✷p},
(b) A = {(d,✷d), (p,✷p)},
(c) R = {(d, d), (d, p), (p, d), (p, p)}.
The -reduction removes the functions formed with the rule (p, d).
(iii) If we remove the sorts s and ✷s from the theory of speciﬁcations of [19],
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we obtain a PTSβ whose speciﬁcation (MLD) is deﬁned as follows:
(a) S = {d, p,✷d,✷p},
(b) A = {(d,✷d), (p,✷p)},
(c) R = {(d, d), (d, p), (p, d), (p, p), (d,✷d), (d,✷p), (p,✷p)}.
Note that this speciﬁcation does not contain (p,✷d) and hence it is not
the duplication of any speciﬁcation. The -reduction relation removes the
functions that are formed with the rule (p, d).
(iv) If we remove the sorts for speciﬁcations from the theory of speciﬁcations
of [18], we obtain a PTSβ whose speciﬁcation is deﬁned as follows:
(a) S = {id, ip | i ∈ N},
(b) A = {(id, i+1d ), (ip, i+1p ) | i ∈ N}
(c) R = {(id, jd), (id, jp), (ip, jd), (ip, jp)} with i ≤ j, or j = 0.
This system is the duplication of λC∞ [17] which is a subsystem of the
extended calculus of constructions [11]. The -reduction relation removes
the functions that are formed rules of the form (ip, 
j
d).
Since the rules for -reduction are orthogonal, and so is the union of the
rules for β- and -reduction, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.8 (Conﬂuence)
(i) The reduction relation → is conﬂuent on the set of pseudo-terms.
(ii) The reduction relation →β is conﬂuent on the set of pseudo-terms.
Since → is conﬂuent and it is obviously strongly normalizing, we have
that the -normal form of a pseudo-term always exists and it is unique. We
denote by nf(u) the -normal form of u. The -normal form removes the
prop-pseudo-terms that occur inside the data-pseudo-terms, i.e. the -normal
form of a does not contain sub-terms in PTp. In particular, it does not contain
variables in Varp.
From the typing point of view, the -reduction removes functions formed
with the rules of Sp × Sd. In other words, the -normal form maps typable
terms in λS into typable terms in a pure type system with only β-reduction
and whose set of rules is obtained by subtracting Sp × Sd.
Deﬁnition 4.9 Let S = (S,A,R) be a dual speciﬁcation. We denote as S−
the speciﬁcation S− = (S,A,R−) whose set of rules is R− = R− Sp × Sd.
Example 4.10
(i) The veriﬁcation calculus deﬁned in [19] is the pure type system whose
speciﬁcation is MLD− = MLD− (p, d) where MLD is the speciﬁcation
given in Example 4.7(iii).
(ii) The system λωL deﬁned in [16] is the duplication of λω without rules of
the form (sp, s
′
d) and with the extra rule (d,✷p) to write predicates on
programs. So λωL = λ2ω
− ∪ (d,✷p).
(iii) The veriﬁcation calculus deﬁned in [18] is λ(2C∞)− where λ2C∞ is as in
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Example 4.7(iv).
The -reduction is extended to environments – without removing variables
– by applying the -reduction to each declared type. The -normal form of a
context is denoted as nf(Γ) as for pseudo-terms.
Theorem 4.11 (Elimination of functions in Sp × Sd) If Γ 	 u : U in λS
then nf(Γ) 	 nf(u) : nf(U) in λS−.
Proof. This is proved by induction on the derivation. For the case of the β-
conversion rule, we have to prove ﬁrst that if u→β u′, then nf(u)β nf(u′)
which follows by induction on u. ✷
Corollary 4.12
(i) (Preservation of β-weak normalization)
If the system λS− is β-weakly normalizing, so is λS.
(ii) (Conservativity of λS over λS−)
Let Γ, u and U legal terms in λS−. If Γ 	 u : U in λS then Γ 	 u : U in
λS−.
There is no conservativity of λ2S over λS or over λ2S. For example
(P → A) → A is provable in λ→β but it is not provable in the simply typed
lambda calculus or in its duplication with only β-reduction. This type inter-
preted as a proposition is not even a tautology!
Theorem 4.13 (Subject reduction for →β) If Γ 	 u : U and u →β u′,
then Γ 	 u′ : U .
The substitution lemma is stated as usual [1] and used in the following
proof.
Proof. This is proved by induction on the derivation together with a similar
statement for environments as usual. In the case of the application we use the
substitution lemma and the following observation:
(i) If (Πx:A. V ) =β (Πx:A
′. V ′), then A =β A′ and V =β V ′.
(ii) If (Πx:P.Q) =β (Πx:P
′. Q′), then P =β P ′ and Q =β Q′.
This observation does not hold for products of the form (Πx:P.A) (see Re-
mark 3.7). ✷
The problem with proving subject reduction for -reduction is that when it
is attempted in the usual way, we fall into circularities: for subject reduction,
we need strengthening for prop-variables, and vice versa. The trick is to ﬁnd
a way to prove them simultaneously. 5
5 Our system is not an instance of an algebraic type system [2] and hence we cannot apply
that general result of subject reduction to our case.
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Theorem 4.14 (Strengthening and subject reduction for →)
We consider a singly sorted speciﬁcation S.
(i) Let x ∈ fv(∆) ∪ fv(u) ∪ fv(U).
If Γ, x :P,∆ 	 u : U then Γ,∆ 	 u : U .
(ii) If Γ 	 u : U and u u′ then Γ 	 u′ : U .
Proof. In order to prove these two statements simultaneously, we extend the
-reduction to pairs composed by environments and pseudo-terms.
[Γ 	 u] → [Γ 	 u′] if u→ u′
[Γ 	 u] → [Γ′ 	 u] if Γ→ Γ′
[Γ, x:P,∆ 	 u] → [Γ,∆ 	 u] if x ∈ fv(∆) ∪ fv(u)
Then we prove subject reduction for the extended → dividing in two cases:
(i) Data-pseudo-terms.
If Γ 	 a : A and (Γ, a) (Γ′, a′) then Γ′ 	 a′ : nf(A).
(ii) Prop-pseudo-terms.
If Γ 	 p : P and (Γ, p) (Γ′, p′) then Γ′ 	 p′ : P ′ with P ′ =β P .
These two statements are then proved by induction on the derivation. In the
cases of the product and the application rules we use the following observation:
(i) If pβ s then pβ s.
(ii) If P β Πx:U.Q then P β Πx:U.Q.
This observation is similar to the Key Lemma in [8] (Lemma 3.4) used to prove
strengthening and subject reduction for η-reduction. In our case the fact that
this lemma does not hold for data-pseudo-terms complicates matters. This
forces us to divide the statement of the theorem in two cases for data-pseudo-
terms and prop-pseudo-terms. Since the -reduction can destroy the shape
of the data-pseudo-term A we use an invariant under -reduction which is
obviously nf(A). ✷
To prove strong normalization we can code the -redexes (Πx:P.A) and
(λx:P. a) as β-redexes, assuming the existence of an inhabitant for P .
Theorem 4.15 (Strong Normalization) The duplication of the systems of
the λ-cube are β-strongly normalizing.
Proof. It follows from Theorem A.3. In particular λ→β of Example 4.7(ii) and
MLD of Example 4.7(iii) are β-strongly normalizing. ✷
5 Related work
In this section we compare the theory of speciﬁcations of [19] with other ap-
proaches to program extraction in type theory.
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In Coq until version 6.3 [5] the extraction procedure has been performed
by means of an external function based on realizability interpretations [15,14].
The σ-reduction internalizes this function. The normal form of σ-reduction
corresponds to the functions E and R of [15,14] which compute the extracted
program and the proof of its correctness respectively. The σ-reduction ex-
tends E and R to type systems beyond Fω and CC [18]. The deﬁnition of
σ-reduction introduces new intermediate steps in the process of program ex-
traction. An inhabitant s of a speciﬁcation needs several steps of σ-reduction
to reach the normal form 〈E(s) ,R(s)〉. Amongst these new intermediate steps
we have to erase the logical parts from the program. In [14] and [19] data
types, propositions and speciﬁcations are distinguished objects. However in
Coq these objects are identiﬁed at the level of the universes. We do not know
how to identify objects at this level for σ-reduction without making a mess
out of it. The extraction procedure in Coq version 7 [20] is experimental and
also based on a reduction relation. It is diﬃcult to compare this new approach
with σ-reduction because there is almost no documentation on this new fea-
ture of Coq. Anyway in all versions of Coq so far the extracted program is
given in ML and β-reduction is performed only on σ-normal forms. For the
theory of speciﬁcations, however, the idea is diﬀerent. A software tool based
on the theory of speciﬁcations should unify the programming language and
the logic. The σ-reduction should be integrated into the system as part of its
evaluation mechanism. Hence it is natural to wonder, as we do in the current
paper, if it is safe to combine β and σ-reductions.
In LEGO [12,21] a speciﬁcation mechanism is implemented based on the
notion of deliverables [3,13]. In [3,13] a category is considered whose objects
are speciﬁcations and morphisms are so called ﬁrst order deliverables. The
speciﬁcations and their morphisms are written in ECC [11] using Σ-types.
As mentioned before, the σ-reduction adds some speciﬁc properties – given
in Figure 1 – to the Σ-type that makes program extraction always possible.
Moreover the theory of speciﬁcations of [19] does not need to distinguish be-
tween ﬁrst and second order deliverables as in [3]. The type Πx:S. T is used
to express the function space between the speciﬁcations S and T where T may
depend on S. First order deliverables do not allow this dependency and hence
the notion of second order deliverables has to be introduced. The types of ﬁrst
and second order deliverables are σ-normal forms of some particular functions
between speciﬁcations. When T does not depend on x, the σ-normal form of
(S → T ) gives the type of ﬁrst order deliverables. Similarly forgetting about
some dependencies the σ-normal form of Πx:S. (Πy:T. U) gives the type of
second order deliverables.
The theory of speciﬁcations of [19] agrees with the main ideas behind
λωL [16]: programs and their correctness proofs are distinct objects which
can be constructed in parallel. In λωL speciﬁcations are always pairs (σ-
normal forms) which get manipulated at the meta-level. The typing system
consists of derivation rules given in pairs – called coupled derivation rules –
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in order to construct both components simultaneously. For each constructor
a couple of derivation rules is given: one for the program-part and one for
the proof-part. This notion of pair of rules or coupled derivation rules is at
the meta-level. In [19,18] the notions of speciﬁcation and pair of [16] is made
explicit in the syntax. A pair of rules of λωL is coded as only one rule between
speciﬁcations in the theory of speciﬁcations. The sigma reduction relation
captures the properties of the relation between each constructor and the pair.
The σ-normal form applied to the premises and conclusions of a rule in the
theory of speciﬁcation of [19] gives a rule between pairs that codes the pair of
rules (the coupled derivation rule) in λωL.
In [4] realizability is expressed by means of a judgement relation. Though
this judgement internalizes realizability in the system, the type of a realizer is
still deﬁned by an external function T . A rule called “type extraction” which
states that any realizer is typable has to be added to obtain a system where
provability and Kreisel’s modiﬁed realizability coincide. This rule connects
the judgement of realizability with the external function T . In the theory of
speciﬁcations of [19] the type extraction rule is derivable and expressed as: if
s : S then s σ 〈a , p〉 and S σ Σx:A.P and hence the realizer a of P has
type A.
In the theory of speciﬁcations both axioms of choice (AC) and indepen-
dence of premises (IP) are derivable. AC is trivially deduced since it is the
ﬁrst σ-reduction rule in Figure 1. The axiom IP can also be deduced since
we can prove that (P → Σx:A.Q) σ Σx:A.(P → Q) using the ﬁrst rules of
the ﬁrst and third groups in Figure 1. The axiom of IP is not derivable in
Martin Lo¨f’s type theory but it is (Kreisel modiﬁed) realizable for any Harrop
formula P . In the theory of speciﬁcations it is not necessary to assume that
P is Harrop (or “self-realized” or “inhabited”) because the proposition P can
always be erased. This shows that the theory of speciﬁcations of [19] is not
conservative over Martin Lo¨f’s type theory. This observation is not surpris-
ing. Conservativity holds but over a system which does not contain data types
depending on proofs.
6 Conclusions
Evaluating a program – i.e. applying β-reduction – to a program that contains
logical parts is rather ineﬃcient. In this paper we have shown that the problem
of evaluating a program with logical parts is not only an eﬃciency issue. We
may also loose some properties like subject reduction – Remark 3.7 – and
strong normalization – Remark 3.8. We provided a solution to circumvent
this problem which consisted of restricting β-reduction. In [7] the solution of
restricting β-reduction is made stronger by requiring a term to be in σ-normal
form. In this way subject reduction and strong normalization can be proved
for the whole theory of speciﬁcations.
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A Strong normalization
In this appendix we outline the proof of Theorem 4.15. Though a semantic
proof of β-strong normalization for the duplications of the systems of the λ-
cube is possible, we prefer to do a more general syntactic proof which consists
in coding the -redexes as β-redexes. To code (Πx:P.A) and (λx:P. a) as β-
redexes, we suppose the existence of a function inhΓ : Ctx × PT → PT such
that inhΓ(P ) gives an inhabitant of P in Γ.
Deﬁnition A.1 Let inh : Ctx × PT → PT and Γ 	 u : U or u = s. Then
[[u]]inhΓ (we omit the subscript and write [[u]]Γ) is deﬁned inductively by the
clauses shown in Figure A.1.
Note that [[u]]Γ = u if u is in -normal form.
Lemma A.2 If u→β u′ then [[u]]Γ →+β [[u′]]Γ
This lemma is proved by induction on the structure of the term u.
Theorem A.3 Let S′ = (S′,A′,R′) ⊃ S = (S,A,R). Suppose the following
conditions are satisﬁed.
(i) We have that λS′ contains enough functions to code the -redexes of λS:
for all (s1, s2) ∈ R there is s3 ∈ S′ such that (s2, s3) ∈ A′ and (s1, s3) ∈ R′.
(ii) λS ′ is weakly β-normalizing, and satisﬁes unicity of types (up to β-
conversion).
(iii) inh is a function that yields enough inhabitants of λS, i.e. for all U such
that Γ 	 U : s we have that Γ 	 inhΓ(U) : U and this function is invariant
under β-reduction and thinning of environments.
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[[s]]Γ = s
[[x]]Γ = x
[[Πx:U. V ]]Γ =


(λx:[[U ]]Γ. [[V ]]Γ,x:U) inhnf(Γ)(nf(U))
if U ∈ PTp and V ∈ PTd





(λx:[[U ]]Γ. [[u]]Γ,x:U) inhnf(Γ)(nf(U))






(λx:nfβ(P ). [[v]]Γ) [[u]]Γ
if Γ 	 v : Πx:P.A and Γ 	 u : P
[[v]]Γ [[u]]Γ
otherwise
Fig. A.1. Codiﬁcation of -redexes.
Then the following statements hold:
(i) If Γ 	 u : U in λS then [[Γ]] 	 [[u]]Γ : [[U ]]Γ in λS ′.
(ii) If λS ′ is β-strongly normalizing then λS is β-strongly normalizing.
Proof. Note that by the second hypothesis and Corollary 4.12, λS is β-
weakly normalizing and satisﬁes unicity of types (up to β-conversion).
(i) It is proved by induction on the derivation. In the case of the product
rule, we need to use the ﬁrst hypothesis. To type the β-redex that codes
the product Πx:P.A we need to use a rule which may not be available in
S but in S ′.
(ii) Using the previous part.
✷
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